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The Scottish Pelagic Sustainability Group (SPSG) have drafted this operating
procedures manual in order to standardise certain operations of the fleet in accordance
with their sustainable policy and in order to promote best practice in line with
conditions of Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification.

Contents:
1. Standard Shoal Identification
2. Communicating unsuitable or poor quality fishing.
3. Recording interactions with Endangered, Threatened or Protected (ETP)
species.
4. Annex
 Identification and classification of cetaceans
 UK Turtle Code
 Identification and classification of sharks and rays
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1) Standard Shoal Identification.
Pelagic fishing vessels shall take all reasonable precautions to ensure that their fishing
activity is only directed towards stocks of the species for which they intend to catch
and for which they have the necessary licenses and entitlements.
Acoustic Detection
The Scottish pelagic fleet has heavily invested in highly sophisticated electronic fish
finding and sounding equipment.
Significant technological advances in this field have been made, and all SPSG vessels
are now equipped with highly advanced fish detection equipment.
The vessel
skipper/master can now establish what species is being seen on echo sounders by
using multiple frequency scans. Importantly, this equipment also enables fish size
within shoals to be accurately assessed.

Fig. 1.0: Example of mackerel acoustic plot.

SPSG vessels shall operate as standard practice, a full acoustic assessment to base
their decision to engage fishing activity towards a mark of fish. The skipper/master will:
− Obtain suitable acoustic scans of the target shoal
− Fully analyse the scan data to ascertain and confirm the fish species and
size range of fish in the shoal.
− Use findings of this assessment to decide if the shoal comprises an
appropriate fishing target.
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Full use of this technology, coupled with the following additional spatial and temporal
factors will determine the decision to fish.
− Known pelagic seasonal migratory routes and patterns
− The time of year the vessel is at sea
−

The geographical position of the vessel

− The historical experience of the skipper/master of the vessel.
− Real-time communications with other vessels fishing in the vicinity.
− Using any other appropriate sampling techniques

SPSG vessels will ensure that:
− Fishing gear will only be deployed if there is a high level of confidence that
the acoustic assessment indicates a valid biological and commercial target.
− Skippers/masters undertake any necessary training/instruction in the correct
use of, and/or methods of species identification when using acoustic fishing
finding equipment
− Only appropriately trained personnel undertake acoustic assessments and
interpret findings in making decisions to fish
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2) Communicating unsuitable or poor quality fishing.
Where a catch occurs which contains a high level of mixed species, unsuitable size
composition or other factors which make ongoing fishing of the shoal commercially
undesirable, vessels will communicate this to all other pelagic vessels in the vicinity.
Such communication is intended to reduce the probability of a reoccurrence of this
mortality and will contribute to an overall reduction in poor yielding catches
When an unwanted haul of this nature occurs; the skipper/master shall:
1. Communicate information and relevant circumstances of the event to all
other pelagic vessels in the vicinity.
2. Undertake to communicate the event as soon as practically possible in order
to prevent other vessels in the vicinity from experiencing similar adverse
catches.
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3) Recording interactions with Endangered, Threatened or Protected (ETP)
species.
The SPSG fleet will undertake to record any interactions during fishing activities and
fishing trips with Endangered, Threatened or Protected (ETP) species.
The fleet is committed to make every effort to minimise unselective fishing practice and
minimise interactions resulting with incidental by-catch. In relation to ETP species,
concerns have been raised in certain pelagic fisheries of interactions between
cetaceans and fishing gear.
The SPSG fleet has co-operated fully with cetacean observer programmes over many
years with no observed incidental by-catch. As a measure of additional best practice
however, vessels undertake to record any interactions, should they occur.
For the purposes of this manual and operating code an ‘interaction’ is defined as the
incidental capture of ETP species within the fishing gear during the course of fishing
operations and also the sightings of animals exhibiting modified behaviour to the
presence of the vessel, fishing gear and/or fishing activity.

Vessels will apply this voluntary code for interactions with the following species:
 Whales:

Humpback, Fin, Sei, Minke, Sperm, Northern Bottlenose, Killer and
Long-Finned Pilot.

 Dolphins:

Risso’s, Atlantic White-Sided, White-Beaked, Common, Striped and
Bottlenose.

 Porpoises:

Harbour

 Turtles:

Leatherback, Green, Hawksbill, Loggerhead, and Kemps-Ridley.

 Sharks:

Basking, Porbeagle, White, Spurdog, Threshers and Giant Manta

 Seabirds

Any unintended incidental seabird by-catch will also be recorded

All SPSG vessels are issued with Exceptional/Unusual Event Logs supplied through
the SPFA for the recording of such interactions.

To assist the fleet with the identification of these species, an Endangered, Threatened
or Protected species guide is attached to this manual in Annex I.
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Logging ETP Interactions:
The completion and submission of such records by skippers and/or masters will be
carried out as below using the appropriate log sheet (Exceptional/Unusual Event
Log ) supplied through the SPFA.
i)

If during the course of the fishing season, an interaction with an
endangered, threatened or protected species occurs, this interaction should be
recorded in the Exceptional/Unusual Event Log.

ii)

All vessel details, trip dates and skipper details should be completed at the
head of the form.

iii)

All such events shall be recorded and all related fields in the record sheet
should be completed.

iv)

The skipper/master should endeavour to record all details including the
species as accurately as possible. Where a degree of uncertainty exists,
comments should reflect this.

v)

To assist in cetacean identification; all vessels should carry a species
identification guide onboard.

vi)

At the end of the season; all interaction forms should be returned to:
Scottish Pelagic Sustainability Group
Heritage House,
135-139 Shore St,
Fraserburgh. AB43 9BP

The records generated from these voluntary procedures will then be forwarded to the
appropriate contact within the SMRU which is the recognised scientific institute
responsible for observation, third party information gathering and collation of cetacean
data for Scotland.
Useful links for further information:
http://www.euroturtle.org/turtlecode/idkey.htm
http://www.seawatchfoundation.org.uk
http://www.sharktrust.co.uk
https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/bird-a-z/
https://www.nwt.org.uk/wildlife-explorer/birds/seabirds
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Annex

SPSG: Endangered, Threatened & Protected (ETP) species
identification guide.

Cetacean species identification & information has been primarily sourced from the webpages
of the Sea Watch Foundation:
See: http://www.seawatchfoundation.org.uk

Species identification and classifications of sharks have been sourced from the Shark Trust
See: http://www.sharktrust.co.uk
Species classifications have been cited from the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.
Version 2014.2
See: www.iucnredlist.org/
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Humpback Whale

(Megaptera novaeangliae)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn: 4.1m (13.5ft);

Adult: 11.5-15.0m (37.9-49.5ft)

Head and Beak:
Humpback Whales are slender with a flattened top covered by fleshy tubercles (lumps) with rounded
knob near tip of lower jaw. Single central ridge is inconspicuous.
Fin and Markings:
The Humpback Whale dorsal fin is variable in size & shape from small triangular knob to larger sickleshaped, situated nearly two-thirds along back. Head & body black or grey, white on throat and belly;
very long flippers (white undersides).
ID:
Broad bushy vertical blow 2.5-3.0m high; often arched roll and broad, distinctly-notched and irregularlyedged tail flukes (with partial white undersides) thrown into air. The Humpback Whale head, front side of
flippers, and tail flukes are often infested

Status and
Distribution:
Humpback Whales
are rare, in Atlantic
waters of Europe,
from Iceland &
Norway south to
South-west Ireland. In
coastal North
European waters,
mainly April September, but some
sightings extend to
mid-winter (December
and January).
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Fin Whale

(Balaenoptera physalus)
IUCN Classification:
Near Threatened

Length:
Newborn: 6.4m (21.1ft)

Adult: 17.5-20.5 (26.0)m (57.7-67.8(85.8)ft)

Head and Beak:
Fin Whale have a V-shaped head with single central ridge.
Fin and Markings:
60cm high dorsal fin points backwards, situated two-thirds along back. The Fin Whale body is grey
above, white below. Note asymmetric white extending on right side over lower lip, mouth cavity and front
baleen plates.
ID:
Fin Whales have a vertical bushy blow 4-6m high, then long shallow roll.
Status and Distribution:
Rare, in deep Atlantic waters from Iceland
and Norway south to the Iberian Peninsula,
and east into the Mediterranean (particularly
the Ligurian Sea). In northern European
waters, Fin Whales are most frequently seen
in Norwegian Sea west of Norway, north and
west of Scotland, and off Southern Ireland to
the Bay of Biscay. In coastal waters, mainly
June to December.
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Sei Whale

(Balaenoptera borealis)
IUCN Classification:
Endangered

Length:
Newborn: 4.4m (14.5ft) Adult: 13.6-14.5m (44.9-47.8ft)
Head and Beak:
The Sei Whale has a V-shaped head with single central ridge.
Fin and Markings:
Almost erect 25-60cm high dorsal fin, strongly sickle-shaped, and situated nearly two-thirds along back.
Head & body generally all dark steely back.
ID:
Vertical bushy blow 3m high, simultaneous with fin, before shallow roll. The Sei Whale dorsal fin
intermediate in relative size and curvature between minke whale and northern bottlenose whale.
Status and Distribution:
The Sei Whale is rare, in deep Atlantic waters
from Iceland and Norway south to the Iberian
Peninsula. In coastal waters, mainly recorded
June to December.
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Minke Whale

(Balaenoptera acutorostrata)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn: 2.6m (8.6ft); Adult: 6.9-8.5m (22.8-28.0ft)
Head and Beak:
Minke Whales are slender with a pointed triangular head and single central ridge.
Fin and Markings:
The Minke Whale has a relatively tall dorsal fin, sickle-shaped and situated nearly two-thirds along back.
Head & body dark grey to black but with grey areas on flanks and diagonal white band on flippers.
ID:
Inconspicuous (often unseen) vertical blow 2-3m high almost simultaneous with fin, before relatively
arched roll. Minke Whales can be confused with Sei Whale and Northern Bottlenose Whale unless head
shape or flippers seen.

Status and Distribution:
The Minke Whale is widely distributed in
relatively small numbers along the Atlantic
seaboard of Europe mainly from Norway south
to France, and in the northern North Sea.
Minke Whales are mainly seen in coastal
waters from May to October
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Sperm Whale

(Physeter macrocephalus)
IUCN Classification:
Vulnerable

Length:
Newborn:3.5-4.0m (11.5-13.2 ft); Adult female: 8.3-11.0(15.0)m (27.4- 36.3(49.5)ft
Adult male: 11.0-15.8(20.5)m (36.3-52.1(67.6)ft).
Head and Beak:
The Sperm Whale has a huge square head (up to one-third total length in male); underslung lower jaw.
Fin and Markings:
No fin but distinct triangular or dorsal hump two-thirds along body, followed by spinal ridge. Corrugations
on skin gives the Sperm Whale a shrivelled appearance. Dark brown or grey in colour.
ID:
The bushy blow of a Sperm Whale is directed forwards and to left, 1.5-5.0m high; may lie log like on
surface; broad, triangular and deeply notched tail flukes thrown into air.
Status and Distribution:
Rare in deep Atlantic waters offshore from
Iceland and Norway south to the Iberian
Peninsula, and east into the Mediterranean
Sea. Sperm Whales are mainly seen around
Iceland, off western Norway (Andenes), west
coast of Portugal, north coast of Spain, and
the Azores. In coastal North European
waters, Sperm Whales are mainly reported
from July to December
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North Atlantic Bottlenose Whale

(Hyperoodon ampullatus)
IUCN Classification:
Data Deficient

Length:
Newborn: 3.6m (11.9ft); Adult female: 6.9-8.7m (22.8-28.7ft); Adult male: 7.5-9.8m (24.7-32.3ft ).
Head and Beak:
The Northern Bottlenose Whale has a bulbous forehead (flatter in old males) and a short dolphin-like
beak.
Fin and Markings:
Erect, hooked fin, two-thirds along back; the Northern Bottlenose Whale body is chocolate brown to
greenish brown above, lighter on flanks, lightening to buff or cream on head with age.
ID:
Bushy blow to 2m high, slightly forward pointing; the bulbous forehead and tall hooked fin of the North
Atlantic Bottlenose Whale are often all that shows above surface.
Status and Distribution:
The Northern Bottlenose Whale is uncommon,
mainly in northern Atlantic Ocean trenches
such as occur off western Norway and in the
Barents Sea. In coastal North European
waters, mainly April to September
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Killer Whale

(Orcinus orca)
IUCN Classification:
Data Deficient

Length:
Newborn:2.06-2.50m (6.8-8.2ft);
Adult female: 4.5-6.6 (8.5)m (14.8-21.8(28.0)ft);
Adult male: 5.7-9.5(9.75)m (18.8-31.3(32.2)ft).
Head and Beak:
The Killer Whale has a conical shaped head with indistinct beak.
Fin and Markings:
Orcinus orca have a very tall (up to 1.8m), triangular and erect dorsal fin (sometimes tilted forwards) adult male; smaller, distinctly curved fin - female and immature. Killer Whales have black back and
sides, white belly extending as backwards-pointin
ID:
Conspicuous black & white coloration and tall dorsal fin are Characteristic of Orcinus orca.
Status and Distribution:
Killer Whales are widely distributed on the
Atlantic seaboard of Northern Europe, mainly
around Iceland, the Lofoten Islands and off
Andenes in Western Norway, and in Northern
Scotland, but occasionally seen south to the
Iberian Peninsula and east into the
Mediterranean Sea. Orcinus orca are recorded
in all months of the year, but in western Britain
mainly between April and October.
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Long-Finned Pilot Whale

(Globicephala melas)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:1.75-1.78m (5.8-5.9ft);
Adult female: 3.8-4.8(5.5)m (12.5-15.8(18.1)ft);
Adult male: 5.0-5.9(6.3)m (16.5-19.5(20.8)ft)
Head and Beak:
The Long-Finned Pilot Whale has square bulbous head (particularly in old males), slightly protruding
upper lip.
Fin and Markings:
Long-Finned Pilot Whales have a fairly low, long-based dorsal fin, slightly forward of centre of back,
sickle-shaped to flag-shaped with age. Black or dark grey head and back, greyish-white anchor-shaped
patch on chin, and grey area on belly.
ID:
Slow-swimming; bulbous head, dark back, low fin and long flippers distinguish the Long-Finned Pilot
Whale.
Status and Distribution:
Common and widely distributed in deep
northern European waters, but seasonally
enter coastal areas such as around the Faroe
Islands, North Scotland, Western Ireland and
the Channel Approaches west of England.
Long-Finned Pilot Whales are also common
in the Mediterranean Sea. Recorded in all
months of the year, but mainly JuneSeptember in the north, and NovemberJanuary further south.
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Risso’s Dolphin

(Grampus griseus)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:1.2-1.5m (4.0-4ft); Adult: 2.8-3.3(3.8)m (9.2-10.9(12.5)ft).
Head and Beak:
Risso’s Dolphin has a blunt, rounded head with slight melon and no beak.
Fin and Markings:
Relatively tall, sickle-shaped fin, centrally-placed. Dark grey back & flanks, lightening with age to light
grey, particularly on head; many pencil-like scratches and scarsare characteristic of Risso’s Dolphin.
ID:
Rounded head, tall curved fin, often pale head and back with white scratches.
Status and Distribution:
Risso’s Dolphin is widely distributed in small
numbers along Atlantic European seaboard from
the Northern Isles south to the Iberian Peninsula
and east into the Mediterranean Sea (particularly
the Ligurian Sea). Rare further south in the
North Sea but not uncommon in the Irish Sea. In
northern coastal waters, Risso’s Dolphins are
recorded mainly between May and September.
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Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin

(Lagenorhynchus acutus)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:1.08-1.12m (3.6-3.7ft); Adult: 2.0-2.8m (6.6-9.2ft).
Head and Beak:
Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin have a sloping head with short, thick black beak.
Fin and Markings:
Large, often erect, strongly sickle-shaped dorsal fin, centrally-placed. Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin have
black on back, an elongated yellow-ochre band extending backwards from upper edge of a long white
oval blaze.
ID:
Atlantic White-Sided Dolphins are less agile than common & striped dolphins, but active at surface, they
commonly breach, occasionally bow-ride; tall curved fin; body black with long white then ochre blaze; no
white on back behind fin.
Status and Distribution:
The Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin are
common offshore in deep Atlantic waters
west of Norway, around Iceland and the
Faroe Islands, Northern Isles and west of the
Outer Hebrides, North Scotland. Also in
northern North Sea, but rare south of here
and in the Channel. Atlantic White-Sided
Dolphins are recorded all months of the year
but in UK coastal waters, large numbers
occur particularly July to September.
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White-Beaked Dolphin

(Lagenorhynchus albirostris)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:1.2-1.6m (4.0-5.3ft);

Adult: 2.5-2.7(3.1)m (8.2-8.9(10.2)ft).

Head and Beak:
The White-Beaked Dolphin has a sloping head with a short, thick, often white beak.
Fin and Markings:
Large, often erect, strongly sickle-shaped dorsal fin, centrally-placed. Black on back around base of fin,
pale grey or white area on upper flanks in front of fin, and, behind fin, over back and tail stock.
ID:
White-Beaked Dolphins are less agile than common & striped dolphins but commonly breach & bowride; tall curved fin; black, with white on flanks, and over back behind fin.

Status and Distribution:
Common in Northern European continental shelf seas
from Iceland and Norway south to Ireland and
Southwest England, including the northern and
central North Sea. The White-Beaked Dolphin is
recorded all months of the year but in UK waters, with
peak numbers in August.
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Common Dolphin

(Delphinus delphis)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn: 0.8-0.85m (2.6-2.8ft);

Adult: 1.6-2.6m (5.3-8.6ft).

Head and Beak:
The common dolphin has a low, tapering forehead with distinct groove separating long slender black
beak, sometimes tipped white.
Fin and Markings:
Centrally-placed slender dorsal fin, sickle-shaped or erect. Common dolphins have a characteristic
hourglass pattern of tan or yellowish-tan on lower flanks, becoming pale pale grey behind fin.
ID:
Usually animated; the common dolphin often breaches and bow-rides. Hourglass pattern of tan and grey
on flanks; long slender beak.
Status and Distribution:
Common on Atlantic seaboard of Europe
from Scotland south to the Iberian Peninsula,
in the Western Channel and Irish Sea.
Uncommon in the Mediterranean Sea and
rare in the North Sea. Common Dolphins are
recorded in all months of the year, but in
coastal UK waters mainly July to October.
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Striped Dolphin

(Stenella coeruleoalba)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:1.0m (3.3ft);

Adult: 1.95-2.4m (6.4-7.9ft).

Head and Beak:
Striped Dolphins have a tapering forehead with a distinct groove separating black beak of intermediate
length.
Fin and Markings:
The Striped Dolphin’s centrally-placed slender dorsal fin, is sickle-shaped or erect. Distinctive white or
light grey V-shaped from above and behind eye with one finger narrowing to point below fin, and lower
one extending towards tail; two black lin
ID:
Striped Dolphins are usually animated; they often breach and bow-ride. Grey blaze and two black
stripes.

Status and Distribution:
Common in the Mediterranean and off the
Atlantic seaboard of France and the Iberian
Peninsula. Rare off the Atlantic coasts of
Britain & Ireland north to Scotland. Striped
Dolphins are recorded in all months of the
year, but in coastal UK waters, mainly
between July and December.
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Bottlenose Dolphin

(Tursiops truncatus)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:0.98-1.30m (3.2-4.3ft):

Adult: 2.2-4.0m (7.3-13.2ft)

Head and Beak:
The Bottlenose Dolphin has a robust head with distinct short beak, often white-tipped on lower jaw.
Fin and Markings:
Centrally-placed fairly tall, slender dorsal fin, usually sickle-shaped. Bottlenose Dolphins have a brown
or dark grey back, lighter grey lower flanks grading to white on belly.
ID:
Bottlenose Dolphins are less agile than common or striped dolphins, but often breach and bow-ride.
Absence of flank markings.
Status and Distribution:
The Bottlenose Dolphin is common along
Atlantic Irish seaboard, Cardigan Bay (West
Wales), Moray Firth (NE Scotland), and in
the western Channel (Normandy and
Brittany coasts), Atlantic coast of Portugal,
and in the eastern Mediterranean.
Bottlenose Dolphins are recorded in all
months of the year.
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Harbour Porpoise

(Phocoena phocoena)
IUCN Classification:
Least Concern

Length:
Newborn:0.67-0.90m (2.2-3.0ft);

Adult: 1.35-1.80m (4.5-5.9ft).

Head and Beak:
The Harbour Porpoise has a short blunt head with no forehead or beak.
Fin and Markings:
Small central triangular fin; dark grey back, with paler patch on flanks.
ID:
Harbour Porpoise rarely leaps clear of water; normal view is glimpse of back and small fin.

Status and Distribution:
Harbour Porpoise are common and widely
distributed in Northern Europe from Iceland and
northern Norway south to Southern Ireland and
Southwest England. Rare in the Baltic Sea, the
southernmost North Sea, Channel, Bay of
Biscay, Iberian Peninsula and Mediterranean. In
main parts of their present range, recorded in all
months of the year but, in coastal UK waters,
peak numbers March to April and July to
November.
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